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1. ABSTRACT

The AirEdit works as an extension for editing text with the help of leap motion. We created a small 
textediting application in combination with the leap motion controller, with which text can be simply 
formatted during writing and afterwards. 
At first glance, the application works like a normal texteditor and the user writes his text into a gi-
ven textfield. With the help of different gestures of the right hand, it is possible to style your text in 
bold, italic, underlined, as a list and as a headline, without having to click Style-Icons in a menu bar 
and interrupt the flow of writing. All styles can be reset by a simple swipe gesture. Additionally a 
marker-finger of the left hand is implemented, with which the user can mark certain text passages 
and style it afterwards. A visual feedback is implemented in form of Icons, which shows what style 
has just been selected. Forthermore the user can see the position of his fingers as perceived by 
the leap motion controller.

2. MOTIVATION

Our motivation was to improve the writing flow and make it more comfortable to edit some text 
passages. The User does not have to lead the mouse cursor to a Style-Icon in a menu bar while 
writing and is able to even write the entire text without any styling at all and can simply edit it after-
wards. A quick hand movement is enough, which makes the writing process less time consuming. 
We wanted to keep the different gestures as simple as possible. So, with the leap motion gesture 
recognition, there is only one hand, either right hand or left hand, needed to perfom an action.

Related Work

Air+Touch: Interweaving Touch & In-Air Gestures
(Xiang ‘Anthony’ Chen, Julia Schwarz, Chris Harrison, Jennifer Mankoff, Scott E. Hudson)
Air+Touch combines the interaction of touch events with in-air gestures. These in-air components 
occur before, between or after touches and increase the amout of possible actions and make them 
more comfortable. The prototype finger tracking system consists of a commercial smart phone and 
a depth camera mounted to a back-plane chassis.

The Virtual Keyboard
(Canesta, Inc.)
The virtual keyboard is a form of computer input device, whereby a digital image of a keyboard is 
projected onto virtually any flat surface using a red diode laser. The laser device is connected via 
Bluetooth wireless technology.

The Leap Motion controller: A view on sign language
(Leigh Ellen Potter, Jake Araullo, Lewis Carter)
Researchers explored the suitability of the leap motion controller for the Australian Sign Langua-
ge. The result was that the device is indeed able to provide accurate tracking of hand and finger 
movements but also has its limitations when the hand rotates or is perpendicular to the device 
and therefore the controller‘s ability to view gets restricted. The researchers suggest that further 
development is mandatory in order to improve the flaws of the controller and make it suitable for 
usages like sign language recognition.
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3. CONCEPT

Normally when users want to format their text, they have to stop the writing process, then move the 
cursor to specific buttons in the menue bar and chose the style they want to apply to the text. This 
process can be very time consuming and kicks the user out of the flow. 

The scenario described above can be avoided with the help of AirEdit. Here the user can fix the 
styling of his text with a simple gesture above the leap motion controller. He may also have to get 
his hands off the keyboard and above the leap motion, but the gestures are executed quickly and 
the user does not have to lead the cursor to a button.
It is also possible to style the text after writing. Here the user selects the desired style by gesture 
and then uses his marker finger of the left hand to style the specific text passage.  

If the user wants to go on writing without any specific style, a simple swipe gesture is enough to 
delete the style chosen before. When he leads the marker finger over styled text passages he can 
reset the style as well after the writing process.
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Gestures
We decided to divide the gestures into right hand gestures that style and format the text and left 
hand gestures to delete styles and mark the text. To trigger the desired style the user has to exe-
cute one of the following gestures: a fist to activate bold and then basically count with fingers for 
the different styles: stretching the index finger for italic, stretching the index and the middle finger 
for underlined, stretching the index, middle and ring finger to format text as a list and stretching 
all fingers except the thumb to write a headline. We chose these gestures, because they can be 
identified by the leap motion controller without any occlusion problem and are easily learnt by the 
user. Because of the order of the icons the user choses by “counting“ through the styles. Further-
more a legend is implemented in the interface for the user to see which gesture he has to execute 
for which style.

To mark the text, the user wants to format (after writing that specific passage), the user uses his left 
hand and points with his index finger to the passage. He can then drag his finger above the text to 
format it. To reset any chosen style the user executes a swipe gesture. He is able to write without 
any styles again or use his marker finger to delete already applied styles. 

4. IMPLEMENTATION

As hardware we used a leap motion controller, which is a device that can simply be plugged in the 
USB port of any PC. With the help of a leap motion library for gesture support by Darius Morawiec, 
the code is implemented in Processing 3. We implemented an interface that resembles a text edi-
tor, where the user has the options to style and format the text. Additionally a visual feedback of the 
user‘s hand is given for orientation and explanations that show which gesture to execute for which 
style are displayed.

bold italic underlined list headline

marker 
finger

swipe to 
delete
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5. EVALUATION

We did not execute a representative user study, but our prototype was shown to three people from 
25 to 27 years (two females and one male). Some of the following results are found out by testing 
the prototype with the participants, others are observations we made during the process of imple-
menting.
At the beginning we only implemented three gestures for the three font styles bold, italic and un-
derlined. We figured that users might want as well different formatting options. So we also inserted 
the list style and the headline style.
The leap motion controller has its limitations when joints of the fingers are occluded. It has difficul-
ties to see gestures when the hand is perpendicular to the controller and is in general very impre-
cise, which restricts the choice of gestures. So the gestures we wanted to implement initially had 
to make way to new ones. We decided to use the “count“ gestures, because they can clearly be 
understood by the controller. 
Furthermore we found out that the participants in our test did not know how to use the device wi-
thout any instrumentation beforehand, so we also implemented an explanatory section in the inter-
face which shows the user how to utilize his gestures. We noticed with this feature the users were 
more likely to use the app without oral instructions. Besides, the users could quickly remember 
the implemented gestures and were able to switch styles without looking at the instruction section 
below. The swipe gesture and the marker finger were adopted quite quickly by the users, these 
gestures feel already natural to them, because they used them before for a similar purpose.

6. CONCLUSION

To recap, we built a prototype that serves the purpose of styling and formatting text, but it also 
has its flaws: because of the low accuracy of the leap motion controller and the flickering data it 
provides, gestures may overlay each other and the desired style may not trigger right away. This 
condition makes our prototype a little more time consuming, but with further improvements on the 
accuracy of the leap motion, problems like that may get extinguished. 

7. VIDEO
 
https://vimeo.com/202240953
  

 


